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Visual 'Attention to 'Picture and-Word Materials as Influenced by

CharacteristicS of the and Design.-of the Materials.

a-

Purpose. The,long rantle gopl of thiS program of research-is to

improve the match.betvieen the design of instructional materials
.

and the characteristics of Learners. Particular attention-is on

the cognitive strategies which skilled learners_employ in the

studyvof materials combining words and pictures.

,

Theoretical interest centers on the fact that recent

4 .

research on verbal-and imaginal processing suggests th'at words
.,

,.
.

and pictures are cognitively disparate, requi.ririg different kinds

and amounts of processing. This implies potential.cogniiVe

,Probrems mhere words and pictures are mixed indiscriminately in

instructional materials.

What follows was an exploratory study of how skilled
-.-

learners tope.with materials combining words and pictUres,

textbooks.

:e
.

Background., This study was done in a framework of cognitive
...- . A

theory. It specifically examined the eye movements of learners

studying print materials combining text and illustrations. The

eye-movement patterns -were seen as useful indicators .of the

cognitive strategies employed. (There is ample precedent for

this interpretation of eye-movement data,te.g., Snow, 1968; Just

and Carpenter, 1;?80; Farnham-Diggery and:Oregg, 1975) Strategies

were* inferred from the differential duration of,attention to word
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and picture areas and from the numbers and/patterns of

transitions-between areas.

The writer ascribes to a constructivist model of resdin

where reading comprehenaion involves the reader's search for

ne-ling from the- author's words as welL as his diagrams, graphs,

pictures, etc. Meaning is constructed by.the reader both from

what the 'material provides and what the reader provides from

his/her own world knowledge. The skilled (university-level)

' reader's prior knowlbdge includes strategies 46r studying and
. .

schema for interpreting and remembering various kinds of

materials, e.g., stories, expositOry text, research articles, -

science diagrams, pictorial scenes, etc.

Research to ,date on reading comprehension hasexamded

primarily the words (prose learning); to a lesser extent the

illustrations (picture learning),. and rarely both in interaction

(textbook. learning). This bOth explains the preponerance of

prose learning concepts in what ,follows and, justifies the current

study of strategies involving both text and illustration..

Much has been made of the differencesbetween.word

processing (Linear, digital, symbolic, left brain, visual and

auditory modalities, learned skill) and pitture processing

(simultaneous; analogic, concrete, right brain, visual modality,

,less learning). Clearly there sreprocesses. specific to each,

but on a typical page combining botti they must somehow be

integrated. A macrostrucpre (theme, gist) must be-constructed

hat includes both. Apaptly, these diverse.-elements are



integrated primarily at a higher semantic

I.

1Readind theories differ in degree of emphasit. what

(
information is given dn the text as compared .. -4-11:At is brought.

.. $

, e' *
o to it by the reader.. Those emphasizing rheaning-the-text. are

remindful of the position of many audiovisual prthessionalt,

i.e., the meaning is in the medium, especially the piCtures.

Both emphasize the diven stimulut-whether word...Or picture. In

contrast, the reading conptructivist theories whthrl'emphasize the

interaction of reader dharactendstics, context, ancr.print are

remindful of the aptitude (or trait). treatment interaction

theorists in-Anstructional development-. Both emphasize the
r

differential outcomes from what's given depending on the

lear-ner's.priOr knowledge, interests, skills, etc.

The above suggests the. two sets of pertinent variables which

. this study invettigated, ile., what's-giVen (design variables}!.

andwhat the learner bringsto it learner variablesY. One of
1.

the design variables (what',s given) often titeh in read4n4.

comprehension research is Context, i.e., the verbal contex t orf.

the page. In the present analysis of realworld instructiOnal

1

.materials it is apparent that words in textbooks often provide

context for pictures, interpretive captions( and pictures'.

often provide context for words, e.g., pictured examples of

concepts. Often the intended relati-on between text and

illustration appears ambiguous. Where one appears above the

other on a page, .do readers assume that the one provides a

context for what follows? The question of page - layout order,
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r
i.e.,

A which comes first, words or pictures, was examined in this

study. ,Different cognitive strategies 'were expected- fdr the two

page-layouts, WP and PW, but the direction of those differencep

was not-predicted. ,

Another of the design variables common in reading research

is complexity, which is often operationalizeck according to

.readability formula, involvir3g word length or frequency., sentence

length, eta. Complexity has also been Variously operationalized

in picture studies by number of,figures,'degree of realism, etc.

In this study comppexity was operlatiOnalized in two ways: grade,

level of the materials and length of'sentences! t was predicted
4

that cognitive strategies for complex materials would include

longer study durations Ind more transitions between areas than

,for simple materials.
e

.Commomp measures of leariler characteriSticsin reading

studies'.are prOficiency,,,tests, e.g vocab6fary or ..

4 :.. rdr

.comprehension. The pretent study using graduate'etudentsassumed

high reading and study skills. However, the sample was divided

ivy sex becaUse it was'hypothesIzed that word/picture study

strategies of male and females might differ. 'The evidence .that

women tend to have higher verbal skills (Lips.anb Colwill, 197B).

as well as higher grades in general (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974)

was the basis for-prebictions of greater attention:to words and

longer overall study duration for women thar) men.

,Another learner 4haraCteristic studied here vascognitive

style, Specifically teeld depehdence-.field inddence. The
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ey4dence that field dependents' tend tb.be more global and field

.,independents more analyticzi,1 (Witfcin,et'al, 19742 led to the 1

prediction. that global field dependents,uld.follow (be
I

dependent -orb .the jiven pattern Of, information on the page,

whereas the more analytibal field independents would tend:'to
.7

deviate frbp (be!iandependent of) the given pattern%
I

World knowiedge is considered to be an important factor in

reading comprehension. In the present stadYan attempt was made
o.

to estimate the prior knowledge-of the learners'about the subject

matter, biological science. It was predicted that the more

kripwledgeab)le learner's would-have study strategies which were-
.

shorter in duatiOn and which involved fewer 'transitions tetween

;

areas than would less knowledgeable learners. , ,

Procedure. A convenience sample of 24 student-was selected from

a graduate class in Education such that half were males and half
. ,

.

: -:, .

females. Half 'of each sex grouping were randomly assigned t& each

of two:page-layout treatments.

The design variables were complexity at two levels, simple

v.s. comprex, and page layout at two leveks, picture ffrst and'

then words (PW) v.s. words first then -Wcture (WP). See Fig. 1

. A

for an example of a PW layout.., The simple material was Prom an
. -

. as/

8th grade. text,.while 11,he complex was froM a-scientific research'

journal. They contained comparable numbers ofWords, but

-Sentences.in' the complex material averaged about twiceaslong.

The learner variables were sex, cognitive style (field
.1b8

7
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Fie. 2 The range of hearing in field crickets. The frequency line is dram logaridenically. Irons lens Hens
Ins,. through the infrasnund and tertnivating ikthe ultramiirstd at 19UAKill Uzi Ilk/ iHaj. tow frequency

ate 'domicil by the cricket's cad. and ItigWrr frequencies are'cletected by its tympanal organ or "ear:
Below the frequency line are drawn typical sources of sound that .141 within the cricket:: range of addition:
IcatMrial predators ices as frogs produce low frequepcy vibrations. crickets produce 'Riddle frequency
vibe:Worts. and eying bass produce uhraiinind. fr".'

41.

RELCK:k1ZING PIILDATORS DV EAR: sound pukes are composed of 40-kHz
' TIICI)111:11 IS Mg SWITCH , /toilet. the cricket's abdomen and legs. ,

. .

In its world a cricket hears tuft only oth( abruptly veer its the right; in free-flight this
er crickets. it heari potential . predattirs. would propel, the cricket away from the
Crickets art Scniiiiiv to a'surprisnigly wide . sound source. Thus. 5kHrcones elicit pos.
range of frequencies; in fact. the fr/ttinen._ Wye phonotactic moveinents and 40 kHz
cy band devoted to .social communication cause negative phonon:talc movements.
is only a narrow one considered in light of :The sign-of the Movements makes behay.

the insect's auditors. capabilities!- Figure 2 coral sense: 5 kHz is the carrier of fie..
shiitcs a frequency range. frOnsZero Hz to quency of ,the calling song of. tfleuggyllus
100.000 Hzfrom infrasound so ultra.. oreanicitni. female :crickets .' are attracted to
sound. .COckets' are-Onsitive over a good this frequencyTony. kHz is in the tra-.4titi

part of this range; compare this with the sonic range and'oecurs in the vocalszat ns
auditory sensitivity of humans, which spans -produced by insectivorous bats (pri fin,

-a range of 50 Hz to 15.000 ,Hz. 1974); crickets attempting to escape . from
FigurelA-C showy/ diagrams taken frOM echultkating bats would be expected to

photographs of flying crickets 'responding react to 40 .kHz aversively.
to acoustic stimuliAn the absence of sound The frequency sensitivny of steering 6
a cricket flies with a symmetrical flight pets- h. vior can be ascertiined by examining a
tore, with i luogitudinal body axis per. I. lhaviural tuning curve mg. 30) made by
fectly straig t. When a .series of -sound measuringahe-threshold-sound intensities
pulses ainsistifig of 'pure 4 kHz tunes L required. to elicit 4honotactic response as
played from a speaker on the Cricket's lef ; a function of the tone frequency. T. Of MIS-

.the insect' binds its abdoMen.and legs to kw is ;Mist responsive to tunes in the range;
;the left. a rudderlike action that would 4-6 kHz. with peak, sensitivity at 5 kHz; a
propel the insect toward the-speaker. were'i@gond area of sensitivity occurs in the id...
the insect not tethered: However, cheri the trasound, from 2a..160 kH;..
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dependent/field independentand ,Erior knowledge.
.... , .-

-,

The de ndent varrblewas visual. attention as indicated by
. ..

H ,

eye'--movement,data, specifically the amount of time spent

attending to each area 0* the materials (duration), the_number of

shifts between areas (transie/ Ons); and the pattern of

trEinsitions (sequences).

Subjects; were instructed to.stpdy the materiel' as though it'

had been assigned for-them. to understaAd and remember.

then fitted with headmounted' eye-Mbyemerit-detect in0 eqUi,P;Ment

(NAG Eyemark IV). They were-allowed as much time as .Seeded to

study the materials.

They were

Subjects then completed a brief questionnaire concerning the

relative. -familiarity and difficulty of the materials and the

number of related coursed ((biology) which they had, taken. They

then took a cognitive style test, the GEFT Group Embedded

Figures Test)'.

.- ..

Flaw data recordkconsisted of _videotape recordinbs showing .

the sEimplus-A Subject was studyihg plus .a superimposed marker
.--

-

-which indicated just where On the stimulus thesubject was,

looking at 'any moment. The four.pages of'stimuji were, divided
.4

into 30 i.gnificant areas,-i.e:, either figures in the pictures
. _ _ - _

or captions and Panagrali;s inthe text: 'Read out, from the

videotape recordsW6rejthe duratiOnof attention .to each area and

the number and sequence Of transitkOns.between'areas. 'Twenty of

the 24. records were usa le.

1



Results:Overall. A 3-way ANOVA of tOe effetts of-Sex and ;.Layout

.(independent measures) and Complexity (repeated measOre) on total

transitions revealed the predicted .signficant main ,effect for
.

complexity, p.00.1, .but no erffect for sex or layout. SObjects7,:

made more transitioRs'ip studying the complex material than the

.
Analysis of the effects.on totsl duration revealed

significant di,fferences.Has expected, for, both iex,.p.004 and

comElexity, p.004,.., Females attended longer overall to the study

materials than did males. °All subjects studied the complex

materials,more than the simple.

There was no main effect for la'yout (FW V. . WP) nor for,,
, $

prior knowledge. Analyses of the data relative to familiity of

the content as well--a's number of biology courses taken revealed

.no significant relationshipito.cognitive Strategy.

There was 'a significant positive correlation between,.

cognitive style (GEFT) and number of transitions, for complex
,

materials only (Spearmarr:p-<:034.-Kendall p<037), So, a Median

split was made of the subjects by GEFT score and two .groups

formed, higher scorers (Field Independents) and lower scorers

(Field,Dependents). An ANOVA revealed a significant two7way

interaction betWeen cogriiti've style and complexity, p.03, for

--
transitions; While subjects of both cognitive_st-11-es made more

- 1
4transitions on complex materials than on simple, the field

) Q'
independents made a larger adjustment to complexity, i.e they

. .

macitwr'elatively fewer tg-prisitions for the simple and `relatively
1 ti.L i

.
.. :f

ant.

.
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more tcansitions for the complex Materials Ulan did the field.,

-dependents... See Fig.

r--

t

Results:Complex.Material.:Secause subjects'ystrategies seemed

most-influenced by-_the cOmplexity.factor', itwas -decided to

analyze the most complex.pagefurther..A13Way.ANOVA, Page'

.

Layout by' Sex. by Sequence,-;reVealed'a signiftcant main effect for*
.

.

sequence, p<.05. There were, of 'course, Moret.ransitions in the

given sequence :(top down) than in the reversed. Howeve. there

intyraCtioh between sk and sequence,
.

, ,.
p.01-, the females favoring the given order:and the Males the

.

reversed. :.ThiS was further modifieb by a 3-waY'ibter!tion.
.

involving page Iayout, which revealed. that the tendency for males

to Make:More- reverse .
Order, transiti ons was limited to the; WP

`layout condition ':words first, then' pictures). See Fig. 3.

The above interactions suggest a. very' interesting

possibility. Assume that.a.compatible.match of cognitive.

strategy and page layout would show up as a'largely straight

through (top down) attention,sequence, a .minimum number of

transitton's and most of these in the given Order. It follows, .

according tg.this assumption, that the.most compatible layout fb(

males was iltp and for females WP. -3ee 3 for the" curves with

a low overall number of transitions_and with mpre_in the given
0 ,

/-

that) reversed order.

fiA/e

A further analysis was ,made of attention patterns the

caption

172 1

pictorial areas, two related verbal areas,
45.. 0

and one
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area on the complex page. A 2-way ANOYA Sex by Layout, revealed

no differences in attention to picture areas-bat a significant,

difference in attention to verbal areas, p.05. As predicted,

women made more transitions to verbal areas and maintained

attentifim there longer than males. For the caption area there

was a significant effect for layout, there beirigmore transitioRs
_ . \, .

to the caption; p.01, and longer durations on the caption,

p.05, for the PW layout than for the WP layout. This is

1understandable because the PW layout put the capt op in the

middle of the page where it was more noticeable, kuhereas the WP

layout put it at the bottbm.
c

Another analysis of the complex nage, Cognitive Style by

Layout, revealed no differences for the verbal areas but

significant differences for pictorial areas <!05 fdr-durations
.

and p.01 for transitions. Field independents looked longer and

more often at picture areas on the complex page than did field

dependents. This was'not predicted.

Conclusions. Of the design variables, the complexity factor was

cilearly the most determinative of:learnt- strategy. Of the

Darner variables, prior knowledge had no effeCt on strategy.

Perhaps the measures of prior knowledge were inadequate. The

other learner variables, cognitive style and sex, were reliably.

associated with learner strategies.

These main effects and interactions .with cognitive.styl and

sex were largely as pedicted from prior research and theory.
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However, there_ were some surpri-ses, e.g.,'the effect of cognitive

style on strategy adaptation to'-instrUctional material

complexity, and the effect of sex on strategies for seqUehcing

attention to words and-pictures.

Clearly, more such studies are' needed to confirm or
! 1 .

. disconfirm these conclusions. However, the results do suggest

that the design of science Materials for graduate students may
)

'need to take account of two,learner variables, sex and cognitive

style, and two design variables, complexity and picture -word

layout.
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